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We explore the possibility of realizing bandpass filtering with longitudinal periodicity in incoherent systems.
The necessary condition for spatial filtering to be longitudinally periodic is derived. Results indicate that
bandpass filtering with longitudinal periodicity can be achieved in a two-pupil system with Fresnel zone

plates with a small opening ratio as the pupils.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of wave field replication without
imaging elements is commonly known as the self-imag-
ing effect. This effect has been observed and studied
extensively'-5 and found applications in areas such as
interferometry,6 7 spatial filtering,8 9 and acoustoop-
tics.'0 We explore the possibility of achieving spatial
filtering with longitudinal periodicity in incoherent
systems. By filtering with longitudinal periodicity we
mean that a certain spatial filtering operation in the
transverse directions (x,y) is repeated along the longi-
tudinal direction (z) at a periodic distance. Such sys-
tems may find applications in 3-D information pro-
cessing, coding, structured illumination, and in 3-D
space variant filtering. Specifically, the aspect of in-
coherent bandpass filtering is emphasized in this pa-
per. Optical transfer functions (OTFs) with bandpass
characteristics cannot be synthesized in conventional
single pupil systems. One, therefore, needs to use the
method of pupil function replication" or employ two-
pupil systems.12 -' 6 In Sec. II we develop the mathe-
matical formalism used to describe the response of a
defocused two-pupil system. The condition under
which the OTF is longitudinally periodic is derived in
Sec. III. Section IV describes how a Fresnel zone plate
(FZP) can act as a self-imaging pupil. In Sec. V, we
consolidate the results of Sec. III and IV to investigate
bandpass filtering with longitudinal periodicity in a
two-pupil system. Calculated results are obtained
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and shown to be consistent with theoretical predic-
tions. Finally, in Sec. VI, are some concluding re-
marks.

II. Defocused OTF of Two-Pupil Systems

It is well known that the defocused OTF of an inco-
herent imaging system can be expressed as the auto-
correlation of a defocused pupil function'7:

OTF(p,z) = P(p,z) *P(p,z)

=f P(G' -)P*(') expUhrXz(lI' - pl2 - p'2)]d2p'. (1)

Here P(p,z) is the defocused pupil function given by

P(p,z) = p(p) exp(j7rXzp2), (2)

where p(p) is the in-focus pupil function, X is the wave-
length, and z is the defocused distance measured away
from the focal plane of the second lens in Fig. 1.

For a given aperture function A(r) located in the r-
plane as shown in Fig. 1, the corresponding defocused
pupil, expressed in terms of the spatial frequency p =
i/Xf, for a focal length f and in the paraxial approxima-
tion is given by

P(pz) = A(fp) exp(frXzp2 ). (3)

For a two-pupil system'12"3 the defocused pupil is

P(p,z) = U(P,z) + V(P,z), (4)

where U(p,z) = u(p) exp(j7rXzp2) and V(p,z) = v(p)
exp(jirXzp2). Thus the corresponding defocused OTF
of the two-pupil system becomes, using Eq. (1),

OTF= U*U+ V*V+ U*V+ V*U. (5)

Note that the autocorrelation terms are always of low
pass characteristics. To achieve spatial filterings with
properties other than low pass, the cross-terms need to
be extracted. The cross-correlation of the interactive
terms can be separated from the autocorrelation (non-
interactive) terms by the use of a spatial frequency
offset'>20 or a temporal frequency offset.2 ' A simple
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pupil interaction processing technique, in which both
spatial carrier and temporal carrier offset are brought
about by acoustooptics, has also been described.22 In
the acoustooptic two-pupil interactive systems, the
defocused OTF is the cross-correlation of the two defo-
cused pupils.23 Using Eqs. (1) and (4), we have

OTF(Pz) = U* V

=f u(' - P)v*(-/) exparXz(j1'- p'2 2 )]d2
P (6)

A real time system based on the acoustooptic ap-
proach has been described for realizing simultaneously
a low pass filter and a first- and second-order differen-
tiation.24 A similar system has been used recently for
textural edge extraction. 2 5

Ill. Condition for Longitudinally Periodic OTF

An OTF(p,z), which is periodic in z with a period z0,
can be expressed in terms of a Fourier series expansion:

OTF(Pz) = E al(p) exp(j27r1z/z0 ).

Fig. 1. Optical system defining the aperture r-plane and the defo-
cused distance (z).

(7)

By equating Eqs. (7) and (6), we can establish the
requirement for u(p) and v(p) so that the two pupils
produce a spatial filtering function that repeats longi-
tudinally at regular intervals z0:

Ju(~'- P)v*(;~) expjrXzdp' - - )]d
= E al(p) exp(j2irlz/z 0 ). (8)

To have the same functional dependence on z on both
sides of Eq. (8), IP' - pI and p' must take on discrete
values. Thus u(p) and v(p) are nonzero only on dis-
crete rings, and the two pupils must thus take the
following form:

u(p) = Z Yn(PMP -Pn)

n

V(p) = E m(P)(P - Pm).
m

(9a)

(9b)

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8), the OTF can then be
written as

OTF(G,z) = J E E n - P Pn)Pmb(P' - Pm)
n m

X expjrz(p2 - P2)Jd2p' = E E AnPmC(PnPmP)

n m

x exp~jir~z(p2 _ P, )], (10)

where C(pn,pm,p) is the intersection of the two rings
66' - P - Pn) and b(p' - Pm). The situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.

Now, comparing the exponentials of Eqs. (10) and
(7), it is evident that Pn - Pm must be an integer. Thus
we have

2 = 2Pn =nP,

2 =M2PM = p,

Fig. 2. Geometry illustrating the interactions of the two 6-rings in
the p'-plane.

where n and m are some integers and p is some con-
stant. With condition (11), the required pupil func-
tions which give rise to an OTF periodic in z are of the
form

u(s) = E An(kP)6(P -\P1)

n

vp) Pm(MP)( - \/P)-

(12a)

(12b)

This means that the two pupils must have a domain
limited to rings with radii Anpl. It is noteworthy to
indicate that this condition is the same as that found
by Montgomery for a pupil having self-imaging prop-
erties. 3

With condition (11), Eq. (10) can finally be written
as

OTF(P,z) = E E YnmCnm(P) expUj7rrz(n -

n m
(13)

where Cnm(p) = C(pn,pmp). Letting n - m = I in Eq.
(13) and comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (7), we find that

aj( ) =' E nl'n-A~nn-l(p) s (14a)

(11a) 2

(lib) =
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The OTF characteristics are determined by the coeffi-
cients yn and m which, in general, may be functions of
an azimuthal angle 0 as well as by the intersection Cn,m

of the rings. The periodic distance zo is wavelength
dependent and a function of the radius pi of the first
rings.

IV. Fresnel Zone Plate as a Self-imaging Pupil

The ring pupils found in Eq. (12) are Fresnel zone
plate (FZP) apertures with a vanishingly small open-
ing ratio. A practical realization of such apertures will
obviously have a finite opening ratio. Such an un-
bounded FZP aperture has a transmission function
given by

A(r = An exp(J2rn -2)'

cause A, -> a as a - 0. Therefore, a thin FZP can be
used as an approximate self-imaging pupil.

V. Bandpass Filtering with Longitudinal Periodicity

To achieve bandpass filtering, the two pupils must
be distinct so that their cross correlation produces the
desired spatial frequency response. In particular, for
a bandpass filter, the dc should not be transmitted.
This means that the overlap area of the two apertures
should vanish. To ensure filtering with longitudinal
periodicity, the pupils must also be of the self-imaging
type. Hence bandpass filtering with longitudinal pe-
riodicity can be accomplished by employing, for exam-
ple, the following apodized FZP pupils in a two-pupil
interaction system:

(15)

u(s) = ex(- P22f
2

-) [z An exP(i2irn f2p2)] (19a)

where R, is the radius of the first zone, and

sinanir
An = nr

for a FZP having an opening ratio a. Note that here
the coefficients An are constants, while in the general
expression (7) for the z-periodic OTF, the coefficients
al can vary with an azimuthal angle 0. If this FZP,
placed in the r-plane in Fig. 1, is illuminated by a point
source located in the front focal plane of the first lens,
multiple foci are observed along the longitudinal z-
direction. To find the distance between the foci, we
first express Eq. (15) as a defocused pupil. On substi-
tuting Eq. (15) into Eq. (3), we obtain

P(,,z) = A exp (2rn f2 2) exp(jrzp2). (16)

The amplitude of the point spread function (PSF)
along the z-axis can then be found by evaluating the
Fourier transform of Eq. (16) at x = y = 0, giving

h(z)J An exp[ (2 2 + ) P2 2rpdp

v(p) = exp(-P 1 2f2 l) [z (-l)'A. exp(j2irm ? P2)1 1

(19b)

where
sinanir sinflmir

An = n~rand Am = mr

The terms u(p) and v(p) are two FZPs with Gaussian
apodizations. The apodization is introduced to limit
the number N of zones in the pupil while still leading to
an analytical solution for the OTF. In addition, this
apodization may be thought of as representing the
effect of a Gaussian light beam illumination. The
opening ratios a and 3 in EQs. (19) are <0.5 to ensure
that the two pupils have no common area of clear
aperture. Figure 3 shows the unapodized FZPs. To
obviate the specification of specific dimensions, we
introduce the following nomalized coordinates:

pRf z
1zo' (20)

where zo = 2Xf2/R 2 is the distance between the foci.
Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (6) and using the nor-
malization parameters in Eqs. (20), we find

(17)= An(Z + n Xf2)

where A' has absorbed all constants resulting from
evaluation of the integral. With a FZP of finite size,
the -functions are convolved with a smoothing func-
tion, the width of which is inversely proportional to the
radius of the outermost zone. From Eq. (17), we see
that the point source is imaged at locations given by

These are the positions at which the self-images ap-
pear. The distance zo between the self-images is
2;P/Rl2. Note that the intensity at Zn is proportional
to (A')2. To obtain equal intensity at these locations,
the An terms should be independent of n. This occurs
if the opening ratio of the zones approaches zero be-

-i v Pp)

I ~~~~~~~~~~I- 1

- l 0 1 2

[X fP/R] 2

Fig. 3. Fresnel zone plate apertures plotted against the normalized
coordinate b2 = (pXf/R1)

2 used to approximate a longitudinally peri-
odic bandpass filter.
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OTF(p,() = E E AnA..(-l)m 7 r

X ex(- { t(1N)_2 + [2ir(m + n + 2)]2) (21)

where

1 = - j2r(n - m).N N
In what follows, we present some numerical results

showing the evolution of the OTF given in Eq. (21)
with the normalized defocus distance t. Two cases are
shown. In the first case, we take a = = 0.5, which
corresponds to having complementary pupils. N is
taken to be 9. Figure 4 shows the OTFs at various
distances . In the second case, a = = 0.1, which is a
good approximation to the thin ring pupils given by
Eq. (12). Figure 5 shows the results. We indeed
observe that the OTF is of bandpass characteristics
and is periodic along z with a periodic distance zo.

VI. Conclusions and Remarks

We have explored the possibility of realizing an inco-
herent spatial filtering which is repeated periodically
along z. The condition for z-periodicity is that the
domain of the two interacting pupils be limited to
discrete Montgomery rings of radii proportional to the
VH (n = integer). We have shown that by employing
Fresnel zone plates as the pupils in a two-pupil system,
bandpass filtering with longitudinal periodicity can be
achieved. Such periodic behavior of a spatial filtering

Fig.5. SameasFig.4butfora=fl=0.1andN=9: (a) =0,(b)
= 0.5, (c) t = 1, (d) = 1.5, (e) = 2.

operation may have potential applications in 3-D im-
age processing or coding. As a final note we want to
point out that in Eq. (9) 1an and vm can in general be a
function of the azimuthal angle 0. Rings with modula-
tion along 0 may give rise to other interesting or more
general (nonrotationally symmetric) spatial filtering
operations.

This material is based on work supported by the
National Science Foundation under grant ECS-
8813115.
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